**What are spray guns**

Spray guns are equipment that can spray paint or varnish using air pressure in order to apply it or spread it on a surface.

These guns can be used to paint on any type of surface or substrate: be it metal, wood, stone, clay (ceramics) and porcelain, plastic, glass and textile.

We can help you to choose the one you need

The variables to choose the appropriate spray gun can be the following:

- Application
- Equipment and accessories needed
- Frequency of use
- Price

There is not a "one size fits all" in industrial finishing. Contact one of our experts for technical advice.

**Parts**

The spray guns are divided into these basic parts:

- Air head
- Flow regulator
- Nozzle or peak
- Tank (depending on its type the gun can have a deposit or be connected to a tank)

**Types**

Spray guns according to pressure

- High pressure manuals
- Low pressure manuals
- High pressure automatic
- Low pressure automatic

Spray guns according to the paint transfer mode

- Airless
- Airless Assisted
- Conventional
- HVLP
- Electrostatic

**Models**

The Devilbiss, Binks, Ransburg and MS brands offer a variety of spray guns, each one designed for different applications.

**We can help you to choose the one you need**

The variables to choose the appropriate spray gun can be the following:

- Application
- Equipment and accessories needed
- Frequency of use
- Price

There is not a "one size fits all" in industrial finishing. Contact one of our experts for technical advice.
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